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AbstratThis paper desribes the testing omponent we use for the devel-opment and maintenane of the Spanish Resoure Grammar, an open-soure multi-purpose broad-overage HPSG grammar for Spanish im-plemented within the LKB system. Following a brief desription ofthe main features of the grammar, we desribe the set of test suites wehave manually onstruted and the way we have extended them withpublily available data with the aim of produing better resoures fortesting our grammar.1 IntrodutionNatural language is a system of rather omplex interations. Grammarwriting, thus, requires broad and systemati testing to be suessful in bothresearh and industrial ontexts.This paper desribes work on the development and maintenane of thetesting omponent for a multi-purpose broad-overage preise grammar forSpanish implemented within the LKB system, the Spanish Resoure Gram-mar. On the one hand, for the development of a multi-purpose grammar,the linguisti phenomena inluded in the testing omponent should be ab-strated away from any partiular appliation.1 On the other hand, broad-overage grammar writing requires testing material whih not only inludesall variations of a partiular phenomenon, but also reets the real worldlanguage omplexity; thus, in addition to traditional ontrolled test items,test data should inlude examples that present ombinations of di�erentphenomena.We see the development and maintenane of the testing module as part ofthe proess of grammar writing. The idea behind evaluation is to determineits usability for di�erent appliations. The grammar an also be evaluatedin terms of reall (i.e. overage) and preision (i.e. overgeneration) withlarge natural language orpora.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents themain features of the grammar. Then, setion 3 desribes the set of testsuites we have manually onstruted. In setion 4 we explain the way wehave extended them with publily available data with the aim of produingbetter resoures for testing our grammar.2yThis researh was suported by the Spanish Ministerio de Eduai�on y Cienia underthe programmes Ram�on y Cajal and Juan de la Cierva.1In previous experiene in grammar writing { in the Advaned Linguisti EngineeringPlatform platform { during the European projets LS-GRAM (LRE-61029), MELISSA(ESPRIT-22252) and IMAGINE (IST-2000-29490), the test data we used to de�ne (andre�ne) the overage of the grammar was designed aording to the user need analysis;onsequently, breath and depth of grammar overage was de�ned by the appliations.2The test data we desribe may be downloaded from:http://www.upf.edu/pdi/iula/montserrat.marimon/



2 The Spanish Resoure GrammarThe Spanish Resoure Grammar (SRG) is an open-soure3 multi-purposelarge-overage grammar for Spanish.The grammar is grounded in the theoretial framework of HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammar (Pollard and Sag, 1987, 1994)). HPSGis a onstraint-based, lexialist approah to grammatial theory where alllinguisti objets are represented as typed-feature strutures. The gram-mar uses Minimal Reursion Semantis (MRS) for the semanti representa-tion. MRS is a at approah to semanti representation for large-overagelinguistially-motivated omputational grammars of natural language thatan be used for both parsing and generation (Copestake et al., 2006). TheSRG is implemented within the Linguisti Knowledge Builder (LKB) system(Copestake, 2002), based on the basi omponents of the grammar Matrix,4an open-soure starter-kit for the development of HPSG grammars devel-oped as part of the LinGO onsortium's multilingual grammar engineering(Bender et al., 2002; Bender and Flikinger, 2005).The SRG has a full overage lexion of losed word lasses (pronouns,determiners, prepositions and onjuntions) and it ontains about 50,000lexial entries for open lasses (6,600 verbs, 28,000 nouns, 11,200 adjetivesand 4,000 adverbs). These lexial entries are organized into a type hierar-hy of about 400 leaf types (de�ned by a type hierarhy of around 5,500types). The grammar also has 50 lexial rules to perform valene hangingoperations on lexial items (e.g. movement and removal of omplements),and 150 phrase struture rules to ombine words and phrases into largeronstituents and to ompositionally build up the semanti representation.The range of linguisti phenomena that the grammar handles inludes:all types of subategorization strutures, surfae word order variation andvalene alternations, subordinate lauses, raising and ontrol, determination,null-subjets and impersonal onstrutions, ompound tenses, modi�ation,passive onstrutions, omparatives and superlatives, litiization, relativeand interrogative lauses, sentential adjunts, negation, and oordinationamong others. Appendix A inludes a more detailed (though not omplete)list of the phenomena overed by the grammar.Following previous experiments within the Advaned Linguisti Engi-neering Platform (ALEP) platform (Marimon, 2002), we have integrated ashallow proessing tool, the FreeLing tool, as a preproessing module of thegrammar with the aim of improving both overage and robustness. TheFreeLing tool is an open-soure5 language analysis tool suite performingshallow proessing funtionalities whih inlude: text tokenization (inlud-3The Spanish Resoure Grammar may be downloaded from:http://www.upf.edu/pdi/iula/montserrat.marimon/4http://www.delph-in.net/matrix/5The FreeLing tool may be downloaded from http://www.lsi.up.edu/nlp/freeling



ing MWU and ontration splitting), sentene splitting, morpho-syntatianalysis and disambiguation, proper name detetion and lassi�ation, date/ number / urreny / ratios / physial magnitude (speed, weight, tempera-ture, density, et.) reognition, hart-based shallow parsing, WordNet-basedsense annotation and dependeny parsing6 (Atserias et al., 2006). The in-tegration of FreeLing allows us to release the parser from ertain tasks (i.e.morphologial analysis and reognition and lassi�ation of speial text ex-pressions, e.g. numbers, dates, perentages, urrenies, proper names, et.)that may be reliably dealt with by shallow external omponents. Our hybridarhiteture also permits the implementation of default lexial entry tem-plates for unknown words for virtually unlimited lexial overage (Marimonet al., 2007).We are also investigating Mahine Learning (ML) methods applied tothe aquisition of the information ontained in the lexion of the SRG (Belet al., 2007; Marimon et al., 2007). The automati aquisition of lexialinformation is a very ative area of researh. It is speially important fordeep linguisti analysis due to the entral role that lexial information has inlexialized grammars and the ost of hand-rafting them (Korhonen, 2002;Carroll and Fang, 2004; Baldwin, 2005; Blunsom and Baldwin, 2006; Zhangand Kordoni, 2006). The most suessful systems of lexial aquisition arebased on the linguisti idea that the ontexts where words our are in-diative of the partiular types of words. Although the methods used aredi�erent, most of the systems work upon the syntati information of wordsas olleted from a orpus, and they develop di�erent tehniques to de-ide whether this information is relevant for type assignment or whetherit is noise. In the LKB system, lexial types are de�ned as a ombinationof grammatial features. For our researh, we have worked with morpho-syntatially motivated features. Thus, words are assigned a number of fea-tures, the ombination of whih will help in de�ning the partiular lexialtype the word belongs to.The SRG is part of the DELPH-IN open-soure repository of linguis-ti resoures and tools for writing (the LKB system), testing and benh-marking (the [inr tsbd()℄ ompetene and performane pro�ler (Oepen andCarroll, 2000)) and eÆiently proessing HPSG grammars (the PET sys-tem (Callmeier, 2000)), as well as an arhiteture for integrating deep andshallow natural language proessing omponents to inrease robustness ofHPSG grammars (the Heart of Gold (Sh�afer, 2007)). Further linguistiresoures that are available in the DELPH-IN repository inlude broad-overage grammars for English, German and Japanese as well as smaller6FreeLing also inludes a guesser to deal with words whih are not found in the lexionby omputing the probability of eah possible PoS tag given the longest observed termi-nation string for that word. Smoothing using probabilities of shorter termination stringsis also performed. Details an be found in (Brants, 2000; Samuelsson, 1993).



grammars for Frenh, Korean, modern Greek, Norwegian and Portuguese.73 Hand-built Test SuitesTogether with the linguisti resoures (grammar and lexion) the SRG in-ludes a set of test suites. A test suite is a hand-onstruted olletion oftest ases, e.g. sentenes, that exemplify the grammatial { and related un-grammatial { onstrutions that the grammar should parse, or not, in thease of the ungrammatial ones.The onstrution and maintenane of the test suites plays a major rolein the development of the SRG.8 Test suites provide a �ne-grained diag-nosis of the grammar behaviour in terms of overage, overgeneration andeÆieny when we hange and/or extend the grammar omponents. To de-termine that the output produed is orret we have to inspet it manually.Test suites also allow us to ompare the SRG with other DELPH-IN gram-mars. Comparison with other DELPH-IN grammars, e.g. English ResoureGrammar and La Grenouille (i.e. the Frenh Resoure Grammar), is doneby produing parallel test data (i.e. data that overs the same phenomena)and omparing the outputs at the MRS level.In building the test suites, we followed the guidelines for test suite on-strution and maintenane of the TSNLP projet (LRE-62-089) to meetthe demands for systematiity and exhaustivity (i.e. systemati inreasein depth of overage), and ontrol over data (i.e. ontrol of interation ofphenomena and ambiguity). Thus,� We test linguisti phenomena in isolation or in ontrolled interations.Most of our test ases inlude a single grammatial phenomenon ineah test sentene.� Starting from simple test items and inreasing their omplexity pro-gressively (e.g. in (1), where we show the positive test items we havereated to test the non-universal quanti�er/adjetive poo (few)), weprovide test ases whih show systemati and exhaustive variationsover eah phenomenon, inluding infrequent phenomena and varia-tions reognized as linguistially interesting but whih do not ourommonly in orpora.7See http://www.delph-in.net/8Note that there are no standard general purpose test suites publily available forSpanish { like the Hewlett Pakard (HP) test suite for English (Flikinger et al., 1987),the DITO test suite for German (Nerbonne et al., 1991), or the TSNLP for English, Frenhand German (Lehmann et al., 1996; Oepen et al., 1997) { we ould use. Our test suites havebeen primarily aimed at the SRG, in that some of the test data has been designed to testits linguisti modules. Nevertheless, most test data reet entral language phenomena,and this makes them adequate and reusable in other parsing systems. It is hoped that theavailability of this testing material will be of value to the NLP ommunity.



(1)a. Poos muhahos lloran. (A few boys ry.)b. Otros poos muhahos lloran. (Other few boys ry.). Poos otros muhahos lloran. (Few other boys ry.)d. Los poos muhahos lloran. (The few boys ry.)e. Los poos otros muhahos lloran. (The few other boys ry.)f. Todos los poos otros muhahos lloran. (All the few otherboys ry.)g. Casi todos los poos otros muhahos lloran. (Almost all thefew other boys ry.)h. Muy poos otros muhahos lloran. (Very few other boys ry.)� We avoid irrelevant variation (i.e. di�erent instanes of the same lex-ial type or same syntati struture) and both strutural and lexialambiguity. Note that even the simplest sentenes may turn to be am-biguous as the grammar overage inreases. For example, when testingthe Spanish de�nite artiles, a sentene like (2.a) beomes ambiguouswhen dealing with elliptial onstrutions, as we show in (2.b) and(2.).(2)a. Los hios lloran.b. DET NOUN VERB (The boys ry.). DET ADJ VERB (The small (ones) ry.)� We inlude negative or ungrammatial data to hek both overgener-ation and overage. Following the TSNLP, negative ases are derivedfrom well-formed ones by one of the following operations:{ replaement, e.g. hange of agreement features (*ambos muha-ho lloran (both boys ry)), hange of mood (*quiero que vienes((I) want that (you) ome)), hange of marking preposition (*elmuhaho desert�o desde su regimiento (the boy deserted fromhis regiment)), hange of opular verb (*los muhahos son on-tentos (the boys are happy)).{ addition, e.g. of subjet in impersonal onstrutions (*el ielollueve (the sky rains)).{ deletion, e.g. of an obligatory omplement (*los muhahos fabri-an 0 (the boys produe)), of an obligatory omplementizer (*lasmuhahas intentaron 0 los muhahos lloraran (the girls triedthe boys ried)).



{ permutation, e.g. inversion of word order (*tres unos muhahoslloran (three about boys ry), *los todos muhahos lloran (theall boys ry)).Test ases have been divided by linguisti phenomena. We urrently use16 �les testing linguisti strutures plus one �le for speial text onstrutions.Test ases inlude a short annotation desribing the phenomenon that we areatually testing and the number of expeted results when ambiguity annotbe avoided (e.g. when we test optionality). Note that even ungrammatialitymay be due to di�erent reasons, for example the ungrammatial sentene in(3) may be derived by removing the de�nite artile under the reading wheretodo (all) is a de�nite quanti�er, or by hanging the agrement features underthe reading where todo is an inde�nite quanti�er, in whih ase it o-ourswith singular nouns.(3) *todos muhahos lloran. (all boys ry.)Table 1 shows the set of test suites of the grammar with the number oftest items that eah ontains.Test suites Phenomenon Numberof itemst01 basi subat basi subategorization strutures for 99verbs, nouns (and pronouns) andadjetivest02 null subj pro-drop and impersonal verbs 6t03 det determiners/quanti�ers 32t04 val alt surfae word order variation 10and valene alternationst05 l omp �nite/non-�nite ompletive lauses 77and indiret questionst06 rais ntrl raising and ontrol 26t07 aux ompound tenses 7t08 pass passive onstrutions 7t09 mod basi modi�ers 58t10 ompar omparatives and superlatives 13t11 sent mod sentential adjunts 3t12 rel l relative lauses 77t13 ques interrogative lauses 30t15 se onstr impersonal and passive onstrutions 20with set16 litis litis 71t17 oord oordination 60txx messy details speial text onstrutions 53Table 1: Hand-built test suites for the SRG.



4 Extending the Test SuitesTest suites have traditionally been used to test linguistially-motivated om-putational grammars.9 Though simple, test ases inluded in hand-built testsuites are ruial to determine progress in grammar development.Controlled hand-built test suites are ertainly neessary for inrementalgrammar maintenane and development to detet unintended interationsof extensions and/or hanges in the linguisti resoures that ause the treat-ment of some phenomena already overed to deteriorate. However, from thepoint of view of building a large-overage grammar, test data that showsthe real world language omplexity is also neessary. Therefore, test asesthat present ombination of di�erent phenomena should also be inluded inthe testing module.Combining all di�erent phenomena ould lead to a ombinatorial explo-tion; besides, not every ombination of phenomena produes grammatialsentenes or shows interesting ases. Instead, we have re-used available datareeting natural ombination of phenomena.As the overage of our grammar inreased, hand-onstruted senteneswere omplemented by real orpus ases we took from:a. the Spanish questions from the Question Answering trak at CLEF(CLEF-2003, CLEF-2004, CLEF-2005 and CLEF-2006). We built up atest suite with 619 test items we took from the 800 available sentenes.We only removed those sentenes whih only di�ered in a proper name.b. the general sub-orpus of the Corpus T�eni de l'IULA (IULA's Teh-nial Corpus; (Cabr�e and Bah, 2004)); this sub-orpus inludes news-paper artiles and it has been set up for ontrastive studies. We builtup a test suite with some of the artiles that we hose randomly.CLEF ases inlude short queries, sentenes and a few NPs showing noneor very little ombination of phenomena, and an average of 9.2 words. Mostof these test ases inlude ore linguisti phenomena, e.g. verbs with onlyone omplement (DO, attribute), passives with ser and estar, impersonalonstrutions, omparatives and superlatives, and basi nominal and verbalmodi�ers (i.e. APs, PPs, temporal NPs), and we �nd just a few examples ofmore omplex strutures suh as relatives lauses, oordination or ellipsis.Very rarely more than two or three di�erent phenomena appear in the samesentene.Newspaper artiles inlude more interesting and hallenging linguististrutures showing a high level of syntati omplexity due to the ombina-tion of several phenomena in a sentene. Sentenes are longer, ranging upto 35 words.9Other testing mehanisms are briey desribed in (Butt and King, 2003).



The parsing of this new data displayed unantiipated analyses showingerrors/de�ienies not only in our linguisti modules (grammar rules andlexial entries were not restritive enough to exlude some ungrammatialexamples whih had not been onsidered), but also in the FreeLing tool (and,for example, we realized that the FreeLing tool allowed enlitis to appearon all verbal forms; in Spanish, litis an only be attahed to imperatives,gerunds and in�nitives).We are urrently shifting to muh more varied orpus data, and we areextending the test suites with more speialized tests (these have also beenhosen randomly) from the Corpus T�eni de l'IULA. This inludes speial-ized orpora of written text in the areas of omputer siene, environment,law, mediine and eonomis, olleted from several soures, suh as legaltexts, textbooks, researh reports, user manuals, et. In these texts sentenelength may range up to 100 words. In addition, this orpus ontains highlyspeialized words whih must be added to the lexion.5 ConlusionsWe have presented the set of test suites we have manually onstruted forthe development and maintenane of an open-soure multi-purpose broad-overage HPSG grammar for Spanish, and the way we have extended themwith publily available data with the aim of produing better resoures fortesting our grammar. Even tough our test suites have been primarily aimedat the SRG, most test data reet entral language phenomena, and thismakes them adequate and reusable in other parsing systems. It is hopedthat the availability of this testing material will be of value to the NLPommunity.A Grammar CoverageList of linguisti phenomena that the SRG handles. Note that we have notinluded all variants of the phenomena.� main lauses with anonial word order, i.e. SVO.� subategorization strutures: unausative verbs (naieron ((they)were born), viven en la iudad ((they) live in the town)), intransi-tive verbs (laudiaron ((they) gave in), desert�o del regimiento ((s/he)deserted from the regiment), me gusta el muhaho (I like the boy)),transitive verbs (fabrian juguetes ((they) make toys), abasteieron laiudad de v��veres ((they) provided the town with provisions), olgaronlos uadros en el sal�on ((they) hang the paintings in the living-room)),aer�o la sal a la muhaha ((s/he) brought over the salt to the girl)),quantifying nouns (el grupo de los muhahos (the group of boys)),



argument taking nouns (el padre de la muhaha (the father of thegirl), el apoyo de los muhahos a la muhaha (the boys' support ofthe girl)), transitive adjetves (es atento on los muhahos ((s/he) iskind to the boys)).� null-subjets: pro-drop (lloraremos ((we) will ry)) and impersonalverbs (llueve ((it) rains), hay muhos muhahos (there are a lot ofboys)).� determination: def/indef. artiles (el/un muhaho llora (the/a boyries)), demonstratives (estos muhahos lloran (these boys ry)), pos-sessives (mis muhahos lloran (my boys ry)), quanti�ers (todos los/algunos/muhos muhahos lloran (all of the/some/many boys ry)).� surfae word order variation: subjet-prediate inversion (en ese par-que anidan p�ajaros (in this park nest birds)), omplement permutation(el muhaho aer�o a la muhaha la sal (the boy brought the girlthe salt)).� subordinate lauses (�nite and non-�nite), e.g. quieren que lloren((they) want that (they) ry), la ventaja de laudiar/que laudiaran(the advantage of giving in/that (they) gave in), est�a segura de quelloraron ((she) is sure that (they) ried)).� indiret questions (�nite and non-�nite), e.g. pregunt�o �omo ir/queu�ando laudiaron ((s/he) asked how to go/when (they) gave in),la in�ognita de si laudiar�an (the question of whether (they) willgive in), est�a seguro de d�onde fue/ir ((he) is sure about where (s/he)went/to go).� raising and ontrol verbs (subj-ontrol (intentaremos laudiar ((we)will try giving in)), obj-ontrol (me gusta llorar (I like rying)), subj-to-subj raising (deber��an laudiar ((they) should give in)), pereption(vieron a la muhaha llorar ((they) saw the girl rying))), and adje-tives (subj-ontrol (es apaz de laudiar ((s/he) is able to give in)),subj-rasing (es libre de laudiar ((s/he) is free to give in)), and obj-raising (el es f�ail de querer ((s/he) is easy to love))).� ompound tenses, e.g. hemos llorado ((we) have ried), estamos llo-rando ((we) are rying), hemos estado llorando ((we) have been ry-ing), fue invadido ((it) was invaded), ha sido invadido ((it) has beeninvaded), est�a siendo invadido ((it) is been invaded), ha estado siendoinvadido ((it) has been being invaded).� passive onstrutions: with ser, with and without optional PPpor (i.e.by-agent) (see example above); and with estar (el pa��s est�a invadido(the ountry is invaded)).



� onstrutions with se: impersonal onstrutions (se invadi�o el pa��s(the ountry has been invaded)), passive onstrutions (los pa��ses seinvaden (the ountries are invaded)) and unausative onstrutions(el tren se abre (the train opens)).� modi�ation{ verbal modi�ers: PPs (orri�o desde el parque/ah�� ((s/he) ran fromthe park/there)), adverbs (quiz�as laudiar�an (maybe (they) willgive in), laudiar�an pronto ((they) will give in soon)), temponalNPs (orrer�a el lunes, ((s/he) will run on Monday)).{ nominal modi�ers: APs (el muhaho alto muri�o (the tall boydied)), PPs (el muhaho de ah�� llora (the boy from there ries)),partiiples (el pa��s invadido (the invaded ountry)), proper names(mi amigo Juan llora (my friend Juan ries)), adverbs (fabrians�olo juguetes ((they) make only toys)).{ adjetival modi�ers: adverbs (es muy guapo ((he) is very pretty),PPs (�el hasta la muerte (loyal to death)).{ adverbial modi�ers: adverbs (orre s�olo muy raramente ((s/he)runs only very oasionaly)).{ prepositional modi�ers: adverbs (orri�o s�olo por el parque ((s/he)ran only along the park)), PPs (llor�o desde el aeropuerto hastala iudad ((s/he) ried from the airport to the town)).� omparatives, e.g. es mejor ((s/he) is better), es m�as listo ((he) isleverer), tiene tantos libros omo revistas ((s/he) has as many booksas journals); and superlatives, e.g. es el mejor muhaho ((he) is thebest boy).� litis: omplement litiization (los abri�o ((s/he) opened them)),liti doubling (a �el le gusta el muhaho (he likes the boy)), litilimbing (los ha omido ((s/he) has eaten them)).� relative lauses: restritive RC (el hombre que laudi�o llora (the manthat gave away is rying)), non-restritive RC (el hio, on uyospadres uento, laudiar�a (the boy, whose parents I ount on, will givein)), free RC (yo vivo donde t�u vives (I live where you live)), semi-freeRC (el que laudia laudia (who gives in gives in)).� interrogative lauses: polar-questions (Quieres libros? (do you wantbooks?)), wh-questions (on qui�en uentas? (whom do you ountwith?), qui�en tiene qu�e? (who has what?)).� sentential adjunts, e.g. las muhahas lloraron porque los muhahoslaudiaron (the girls ried beause the boys gave in), el muhahoorri�o hasta morir (the boy run to die).



� negation, e.g. los muhahos no laudiaron (the boys didn't give in).� oordination of all major ategories: binary (fabria ohes y juguetes((s/he) makes ars and toys), es guapo y listo ((he) is pretty andlever)), multiple (es guapo, guapo y guapo ((he) is pretty, prettyand pretty)), doubled onjuntions (no s�olo guapo sino listo (not onlypretty, but also lever)), unlike ategories (habl�o alta y laramente((s/he) talked loud and learly), habl�o laramente y sin parar ((s/he)talked learly and without stopping)).ReferenesAtserias, Jordi, Casas, Bernardino, Comelles, Elisabet, Gonz�alez, Meritxell,Padr�o, Llu��s and Padr�o, Muntsa. 2006. FreeLing 1.3: Syntati and seman-ti servies in an open-soure NLP library. In Proeedings of the 5th In-ternational Conferene on Language Resoures and Evaluation LREC'06 ,Genoa, Italy.Baldwin, Timothy. 2005. Bootstrapping Deep Lexial Resoures: Resouresfor Courses. In Proeedings of Workshop on Deep Lexial Aquisition,ACL-SIGLEX 2005 , Ann Arbor, Mihigan, USA.Bel, N�uria, Espeja, Sergio and Marimon, Montserrat. 2007. Automati A-quisition of Grammatial Types for Nouns. In Proeedings of HumanLanguage Tehnologies: The Annual Conferene of the North AmerianChapter of the Assoiation for Computational Linguistis, Rohester, NY,USA.Bender, Emily M. and Flikinger, Dan. 2005. Rapid Prototyping of Sal-able Grammars: Towards Modularity in Extensions to a Language-Independent Core. In Proeedings of the 2nd International Joint Confer-ene on Natural Language Proessing IJCNLP-05 (Posters/Demos), JejuIsland, Korea.Bender, Emily M., Flikinger, Dan and Oepen, Stephan. 2002. The grammarMatrix. An open-soure starter-kit for the rapid development of ross-linguistially onsistent broad-overage preision grammars. In Proeed-ings of the Workshop on Grammar Engineering and Evaluation at the19th International Conferene on Computational Linguistis COLING-02 , Tapei, Taiwan.Blunsom, Phil and Baldwin, Timothy. 2006. Multilingual deep lexial a-quisition for HPSGs via supertagging. In Proeedings of Conferene onEmpirial Methods in Natural Language Proessing , Sydney, Australia.



Brants, Thorsten. 2000. TnT: A statistial part-of-speeh tagger. In Pro-eedings of the 6th Conferene on Applied Natural Language Proessing ,Seattle, USA.Butt, Miriam and King, Tray H. 2003. Grammar Writing, Testing, andEvaluation. In A. Farghaly (ed.), Handbook for Language Engineers, pages129{179, CSLI Publiations.Cabr�e, Teresa and Bah, Carme. 2004. El orpus t�eni del IULA: orpustextual espeializado pluriling�ue. Panaea, V. 16 pages 173{176.Callmeier, Ulrih. 2000. Pet a platform for experimentation with eÆientHPSG proessing. In D. Flikinger, S. Oepen, J. Tsujii and H. Uszkor-eit (eds.), Natural Language Engineering (6)1 |Speial Issue: EÆienyProessing with HPSG: Methods, Systems, Evaluation, pages 99{108,Cambridge University Press.Carroll, John and Fang, Alex C. 2004. The automati aquisition of verb sub-ategorisations and their impat on the performane of an HPSG parser.In Proeedings of the 1st International Joint Conferene on Natural Lan-guage Proessing IJCNLP-04 , Sanya City, China.Copestake, Ann. 2002. Implementing Typed Feature Struture Grammars.Chiago: CSLI Publiations, CSLI leture notes, number 110.Copestake, Ann, Flikinger, Dan, Pollard, Carl J. and Sag, Ivan A. 2006.Minimal Reursion Semantis: an Introdution. Researh on Languageand Computation 3(4), 281{332.Flikinger, Dan, Nerbonne, John, Sag, Ivan A. and Wassow, Thomas. 1987.Toward evaluation of NLP systems. In Tehnial Report, Hewlett-PakardLaboratories. Distributed at the 24th Annual Meeting of the Assoiationfor Computational Linguistis ACL-87 , Stanford, USA.Korhonen, Anna. 2002. Subategorization aquisition. A Tehnial ReportUCAM-CL-TR-530 . UK: University of Cambridge.Lehmann, Sabine, Oepen, Stephan, Regnier-Prost, Sylvie, Netter, Klaus,Lux, Veronika, Klein, Judith, Falkedal, Kirsten, Fouvry, Frederik, Estival,Dominique, Dauphin, Eva, Compagnion, Herve, Baur, Judith, Balkan,Lorna and Arnold, Doug. 1996. TSNLP: test suites for natural languageproessing. In Proeedings of the 16th International Conferene on Com-putational Linguistis COLING-96 , Copenhagen, Denmark.Marimon, Montserrat. 2002. Integrating shallow linguisti proessing intoa uni�ation-based Spanish grammar. In Proeedings of the 19th Inter-national Conferene on Computational Linguistis COLING-02 , Taipei,Taiwan.
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